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to add the signature block at the bottom.  Thank you. 

 

improvement to system reliability would have the effect of rendering Section 8-406(b)(1) 

superfluous, as almost all new transmission lines in some way contribute to system reliability.” 

(Commonwealth Edison Company’s Draft Proposed Order, pages 9-10, ICC Docket No 12-

0560) 

For the most part, the only concession the people along the easement are asking is that if this 

project is determined to be necessary and in the event that it gains approval, that the lines be put 

underground along the entire route. The relatively small amount each ComEd customer would 

pay to put the Project underground is a small price to pay to let the people who would provide 

the easement to continue their lives and businesses with the least impact. The Askon Consulting 

Group also explains cost benefits and how this additional expense is justified and recouped. The 

report explains how an underground transmission line is more efficient, more reliable, and safer. 

(Rebuttal Testimony of Jeffrey C. Payne, Lines 254-256) Putting the lines underground would 

mitigate many of the concerns associated with the Project--concerns that are very real to the 

people affected. It is only fair and right to mitigate as much as possible the health concerns, the 

difficulties caused to farmers and businesses along the route, the decline in property value, and 

the aesthetics of the unsightliness of the towers.  

CONCLUSION 

We believe that the Illinois Commerce Commission should deny ComEd’s request for a 

Certificate of Public Convenience and Necessity for the entire route of the Grand Prairie 

Gateway Project. It does not seem that they have satisfied the burden of proof required.  

If the Illinois Commerce Commission decides that the Grand Prairie Gateway Project is 

necessary and does grant a Certificate of Public Convenience Necessity, it should be with the 

provision that the lines be buried underground. 
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